SUB./DATE: MATTEL PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLIES (23 SETS) January 12, 1979
TO: Bob Asplund/Gerry Weinfurther

Due to the need for a new circuit layout on the Power Supply Assembly as well as a potential circuit modification of the Logic Assembly, I was advised today by Dr. Dave Chandler of Mattel that we should put a hold on the subject assemblies until such time as these changes can be implemented.

JRR/jce
cc: D. Chandler - Mattel
    H. Cohen -
    C. Perry -
    R. Smith - GTE Sylvania
    S. Sisak -
    F. Fedorko -
    D. McGuire -
    J. Ballotti -

J. R. ROBERTSON
SEVERAL TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS HAVE TRANSPIERED BETWEEN AL SECTOR AND NUMEROUS SMO PERSONNEL RELATIVE TO AL'S REQUEST OF GETTING 50 UNITS IN EARLY FEBRUARY AND AN ADDITIONAL 200 UNITS BY THE END OF FEBRUARY WITH ADDITIONAL SCHEDULING IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING. AL PLANS TO DISCUSS THIS WITH YOU BE TELECON TODAY AND REQUESTED WE WIRE YOU OF OUR IMMEDIATE AND MOST URGENT PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION ON MONDAY 1/29/79 AS FOLLOWS:

1. R.F SHIELDS - AL WILL TAKE CARE OF FURNISHING FIRST 250 PCS. TO CMO. CMO ALSO NEEDS DRAWINGS FOR THESE SHIELDS. AL THINKS THESE DRAWINGS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR FORWARDING TO CMO IN END OF WEEK ENDING 1/29/79.

CORRECT LAST SENTENCE TO READ: CMO ALSO NEEDS DRAWINGS FOR THESE SHIELDS. AL THINKS THESE DRAWINGS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR FORWARDING TO CMO BY END OF WEEK OF 1/29/79.

2. DISC INLAY PART # 2609-0310 - NO INFO AVAILABLE AT CMO.

3. FAN MOTOR - CMO NEEDS DEFINITION AS TO WHAT THE LATEST CONFIGURATION IS - CLIFF PERRY INDICATED A POTENTIAL CHANGE. IS ANY QUANTITY OF THESE PARTS AVAILABLE AT MATTEL?

4. FCC LABEL AND SERIAL # LABEL - NO INFO AT CMO.

5. 23 SETS OF PLASTICS RECEIVED AT CMO DO NOT CORRESPOND WITH DRAWINGS IN CMO POSSESSION.

6. PLASTICS - CMO REQUESTS MATTEL HELP.

7. CHOMERICS - VENDOR ADVISES A DIE WAS CHANGED BY DAVE CHANDLER. THE LATEST DRAWINGS CHOMERICS HAVE ARE DATED APRIL 1978. THEY NEED APPROVAL FOR PARTS FROM NEW DIE.

THERE ARE OTHER ITEMS ON WHICH DELIVERY IS NOT COMPATIBLE. WE WILL SUPPLEMENT THIS WIRE THE FIRST OF THE WEEK WITH DETAILS.

AT THE REQUEST OF AL WE ARE PREPARING A QUOTE FOR 5000 BARE BOARDS FOR CARTIDGES.

WE WILL LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR RESPONSE ON 1/29/79 TO THE STATUS OF THE ABOVE OPEN ITEMS.

JOHN ROBERTSON
STE SYLVANIA - CMO
ATN: HOWARD L. COHEN - DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING

RECEIVED ON 1/22/79 FROM CLIFF PERRY, PARTS LIST 2309-9993
REVISION DATED 1/19/79.
PLEASE ADVISE BY RETURN WIRE YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO INCORPORATE
THIS CHANGE UNDER SECTION 13 (DESIGN CHANGES) OF OUR PURCHASE
AGREEMENT DATED 11/30/78.

JOHN ROBERTSON
STE SYLVANIA - C-40
MUNCY, PA.